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PREFACE

This study was initiated to inform fedeeal policymakers about the

implementation of the bilingual education regulations proposed in August

1980. A study design was developed to describe the patterns of

implementation in a sample of school districts across the country.

Before the collection

bilingual reiulations

1980 implementation of

in February 1981 the U

regulations'.

During this period. the study underwent* several, changes to make,it

relevant to the fluctuating status of"the regulations and the changing
.

information needs of the Department of Education. "Finally, at,the

conclusion of the study, as the final reportwas being. readied7for

publicationi.t Department of Education released a new policy statement

on the delivery of language assistance services to limited- and non-.

Ehglish-speaking,(LES/NES) students. Iu.effect, the Department stated

that local school distficts may.useany effective method to teach

of data beghn, however, the status of the proposed ,

underwent a number of changes. In the fall of

the regulations was postponed indefinitely, and'

.S. DepartMent of. Education withdrew the'

LES/NES. children. While the-4and/Study concludes that some federal °

guidance. and research and developMent are still necessari, it also

concludes that local' communities -- parents, teachersstudents,.and

school administrators -- should have a voice in deciding on program

offerings.

s Note is expeeted to be useful in illuminating the range'of

fac and Opinion that affect the implementation of'language

assistance progams, the limitations associated with typical programs,

and the key areas in which federal leadership is needed.

A
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SUMMARY

Nearly ten years ago, in the case of Lau 4. Nichols, the U.S.

.SuprealiCourt ruled.that children who speak little or no English are

entitled to'be taught i4 a language they can understand. Since that

'time, the federal government has struggled to. define school districts'- ,

obligations to 'such children. A series c) federal-guidelines. and draft

regulations has addressed such questions as..'

IWO _

How _should limited- and non-English7sPeaking children be

identified--by surname, by country of birth, or by vests of
A

English proficiency?

How proficient in English can a child be and still be

considered limited- or non - English- speaking?

Must sc1tools provide general instruction in children's native

-language, or may they place language minority children in

regular English-speaking classes where they will be instructed

,in English?

\Who is to pay the added cost of prpviding special services for

language minority children?

In August 1980, the U.S. Department of Education published draft

regulations that would have resolved these questions, , It prescribed a

rigorous set of tests for English - language Proficiency, to be

administered by school districts to all foreign-born and minority-

language-surname children. Any child found to be more proficient in

a foreign language than in English would be entitled to language

assistance services, including bilingual education, i.e., academic

instruction both in the stuaent'S'fiative language and in English.

Students were to receive bilingual education until they could perform

at or above the national average on English-language academic achieve-

ment tests.



The proposed rules provoked great controversy, and they were

withdrawn by President Reagan in 198.l. The controversy was both

philosophicalfocusing on whether the schools should do anything that

might reinforce minority students' use of their native languages--and

political -- focusing on whethe the federal government should impose the

costs of the new requiiements on states.and localities. The debate also

revealed that the Proposed rules were not based on a good understanding

of the needs of minority language students, the availability of

bilingual education teachers and instructional materials, or the status

of local efforts to provide language assistance services.'

The federiil effort to regulate services to language minority

students is in, abeyance, but the issue is likely to arise again. Any

further effort to clarify state and local responsibilities can succeed

only if it is based on a good understanding of existing loCal needs,

resources, and services. The purpose of this studyis to provide some,

of the necessary information. It provides, for a small but reasonably

representative sample of the school districts that serve minority

language students, answers to five questions:

What services are being delivered to language minority

'students?

4 How do 'the patterns of _service vary. by type of district?

-What specific deficiencies in language assistance services are

perceived by beneficiary groups and.educators?

What is the apparent cause of these deficiencies?

Do local bendficiary groups and educators see any need for

federal regulation, and if so, what should the ''rules encompass?

ReSults are based on an analysis of languagdIassistance services

eight school districts located throughout the United States. The

districts were selected to vary in geographic location, si e,

urban/suburban/rural setting, ethnic composition, and the character.of

state legislation on educational rights of language mihor ty groups.

Data on language assistance programs were obtained by dir ct claseroOm
6

observation and through interviews with school administr ors, parents,

and representatives of language minority assistance groups.
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Key findings include:

vii -

Services to language minority students vary enormously from one

school district to another. Most districts offer one or two
1;

preferred types ef.services to all language minority students,

with little regard for differences in students' individual.

need.

Language assistance services are seldom available in secondary.

schools, despite the growing numbers of non-English-speaking

students of high-school age.

Few districts have adequate means either for identifying

students in need of special language instruction or for

assessing when it is appropriate to terminate instruction.

Indeed, assessment materials themselves are inadequate for all

language groups.

School districts have serious problems finding qualified

teachers and appropriate instructional materials for some

language groups. Instructional resources are available for

Spanish- and Vietnamese-speaking children but very scarce for

new immigrant from Asian countries other than Vietnam.

Language assistance programs that have met with the greatest

approval ar those that have involved. 16Cal communities, in

developing services that fit their own unique instructional

needS.

1

The report concAudes with two broad recommendations for the federal

role in minority language education: First, there is a need for federal

regulation to ensure Ithat local districts do not neglect the education

of language minority Oaldren. Local circumstances are too diverse to

justify highly cletaild federal requirements, but some genpral guaran-

tees are necessary, such as parent, community, and local educator

involvement in determining program goals, content, and strategies for

their schools. Second, the 'federal government should suppert reseamh

and development to improve language assistance programs. Federal

research and development funds should:
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Provide seed money for development of secondary-school programS.

and training of qualified teachers.-

Develop needs-assessment and instructional materials for new

immigiant groups.

Develop and improve language assistance curricula.

/

a
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'I. INTRODUCTION

I;

1

4

.BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Two major events,the 1968 Title VII Amendment,to th Elemeritaty

and Secondary Education Act and the 1974 Lau v. Nichols Su ieme,pourt

decision, set the stage for the ourrent language assistance programs in

the United States. Title VII provided the'funding--and hence the

impetus--for bilingual education programs. What it did not provide'were

clear guidelines about how to implement a bilingual program. However,

two of its key provisions have had repercussions that continue into the

1980s. Programs were to expand vertically, not horizontally; thus,
1

subsequent grades could be added on, at fedeial expense, but 'more

classrooms at the same grade cou d not. Moreover, after the third year
'6

of expansion districts were to egin to absorb the costs of thelthlit

developed grade-level programs. While the rules were intended to

encourage the states and local distriqts to take an active role in the

-support and development.of bilingual programs, the actual results were

not always consistent with this goal. Some prograths were either phaqed

out or cut back as federal monies dried up. Bilingual program features

were frequently dropped in- an effort to cut costs, so that programs were

p

scaled down to a less costly English as a Second Language (ESL)

approach.

The second major event, the Lau v. Nichols decision, resulted from

aisuit brought on behalf of Chihese-American children in San Francisco.

TH1s ruling had the effect of requiring special services for.

non-English-speaking pupils. Districts that failed to comply were

threatened with loss of federal funds. Where Title VII was the carrot,

Lau became the stick. Although the court mandated that children sholild

be taught in such a manner that they could "effectively participate" and

receive a "meaningful" education, it did not specify methodology. it

was not until 1975, when a team of experts selected by the U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) published the Task

Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available for Eliminating Past

'Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful under Lau V. Nichols, that a

bilingual approach was specified.

.
4

1 0

.
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Even after 1975, however, the "Lau Remedies," as they came to be

known, did not carry the force of law. Although the Office of Civil

Rights (OCR) continued to use the Remedies as the standard by which to

evaluate the compliance of school districts, there was a growing

realization that the Congress needed to adopt a, set of rules'.that would

formalize and institutionalize federal policy on language assistance

services. This need became even more pressing when an Alaskan courts

challenge&HEW's authority to rdquire -adherence to the Remedies. The

Alaskan lawsuit and the increasing uneasiness with theibsence of

legally mandated roles resulted in the publication in August 1980of a

Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM).. The proposed rules reflected

much of the 1975 Remedies, along with some significant changes. The

NPRM Onerated a great deal of controversy, however, and while the "OCR

was debating possible changes and the Congress was acting to forestall

release of the new rules, the new Administration withdrew them in

February 19411.

Unfortunately, the events that had led up to the publication of the

NPRM had generated more heat than light, and there were accusations on

all sides of political-legal maneuvering that did not take into account

the real needs of the clients'and school districts. What was absent,

even as late as the Hearings that followed the VPRM, w4s a factual

account of the range of the districts' needs, problems,-limitations, and

proposed solutions. The 1981 pause in the forward motion of the

regulatory effort provided the opportunity to gather this basic

information and to build a better understanding of the scope of the'need

for language assistance services and the role the federal government

might reasonably play.

STUDY OBJE\CT I VES

The primary objective of the present study was to provide an

overview of existing local language assistance programs, the political

and educational climates in which they function, and the language

assistance constituencies' perceptions of government regulation.

Nortinmst
A77216 Civil (U.S. District Court, District of Alaska), 1978.

4

11
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Information and opinion were collected from all sectors of the

educational community, from school board' members and superintendents to

parents.and other community members. Specifically, we sought to

describe language assistance programs in a national sample of school

districts by addressing the following quest ions:

What services are being delivered to language minority

students?

How do the patterns of service vary by type of district?

What specific deficiencies in language assistance services are

perceived by beneficiary groups and educators?

What is the apparent cause of these deficiencies?

Do local beneficiary groups and educators see any need for

federal regulation, and if so, what should the rules encompass?

We first sought to describe the existing programs and to provide an

understanding of how they evolved. Past attempts to describe programs
/K

on the basis of what they are called have been misleading and have

tended to oversimplify a complex and ill-de fined pedagogical area.

Labeling has been a persistent problem in understanding the nature of

language assistance programs. We cannot ignore the names given to

programs; however, so we have tried to make explicit what, in fact, the

label represents in each case.

The second task, describing how patterns of service vary among

districts, is critical to ai understanding of the potential for

generalization of rules.' In the hearings that followed the publication

of the NPRM, maw local educational agency (LEA) administrators alluded

to the "uniqueness" of their district4s.\ The LEAs consistently

criticized the-federal government for ,i-IA,\1/4. taking local differences into

account when the rules were drawn up. They further contended' that

overly specific rules should,not be applied without regard for those

differences. We attempted to .ascertain a sense of the range of
ro

differences in needs and capacities ta meet those needs in school

districts across the.countryt

J

O
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The third question we addressed relates directly to the central
4 .

1

issue of why regulatianis needed at all._presumalAy'thejederal
.,

,

government'regulates only when it believes 'that some form of exeernal t...-
..,J.

psessure is necessary to prevent.iiiequalitY in th'e delivery.of-servIl06-.."
so

by state and local educational gencies. Regulations giou/d.therefore
.. is- I

0,

be built on a clear underseanding. of low and whey state and local, :

1111,

... # . 1 . 0

progradis differ. We solight information about therperceived limitations
. , .

of-existing.prugrams, from all poSsible perspectives at each.alte

Our fourth area of investigation, the apparent cause of the

limitations, was perhaps the most politically sensitive aspect of the

study. We found a series of factors that appear.to affect the type and

.adequacy of programs offered.. Some:of.these factors can be, and are

, being, effectively dealt with through local regulations, such as

.requirements for trainiing and certification of teaching personnel.
.'

Other factors, such as the lackOf skilled bilingual individuals to.meet.
T

.
the seeds'of recently immigrated groups, pose greater problems.. In

addition, attitudes.res ing from sudden demographic changes in some
111

communities and lOng-stanjoiteeflinig of mistrust in other's aasO create
.i.

deficiencies in. programs. easel% regulation itposeld'at any .

level is.apt to be contr F
,

Finally, we gather t the need for federal regulation
-1,

. .

.

at each of the sites vis t knge..eiropinion is great, even'

-b

within categories of rpsponde ., 4achers, Hispanicsrbanites.

However, the individuals most directly affected by the bur4ucracy of ,

. .

regulation, ie., program administrators, were often the most outspoken

about the need for it. Program administrators were generally cognizant
II

of the hazards of deregulation or underregulation of a system designed

to respond to majority concerns.: . ..00

In .summary, this study proposed to provide a general view of

existing language assistance programs, the political' and educational

climates in which they function, and the perceptions of their

constituencies with respect to government, regulation of programs.

However, it soon became aPparerit that we were also describing the

politics of implementing a language assistance program. While langu,00'

:assistance programs are essentially pedagogical entities, their

,.

..
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implementation inevitably has many political', ramifications and

consequences.:

ORGANIZATIION OF THE -REPORT

Section II reviews the design of the study and the general

characteristics of the sites we selected for our sample. Section III

presents an-overview of the kinds of programs that haVe been implemented
a

in the LEAs and discusses some of the'problems they have faced.. Section
9 y

IV discusses the-fiajor factors that appeai to affect tilt implementation

and functioning of language assistance programs. Section V summarizes

our analysis of the information we gathered 'and proposes a set of

recommendations for the federal response to the needs of language

minority children., Finally, detailed descriptions of each of the study

sites are given in the Appendix.

dr



OVERVIEW

II. STUDY DESIGN

At the.outset we realized that one of this study's unique

contributions could, and should, be the gathering of a broad range of =

opinion on.issues related to. the implementation.of language assistance'

.pebgtams. Much.of the literature on second-language. education has been

polemic, and few previous studies have attempted to provide more than a

-single perspective. To paint a comprehensive' picture ofithe programs

included in our sample, we decided upon a case. study approach, in which.

we could interview a broad range of interested parties, representing as

much diversity of perspective as possible. We interviewed school board

members, superintendents, district administrators,'princiaals, teachers,

and aides, as well as parents and other interested' Coimunity members.

We were careful to avoid such terms as "bilinglial education," Ybilipgual
,

program," or any other. referenc to a speCific teachingamethodology..

Each district thus defined-iii its own terms the kind of methodology it

was using. If a district was firmly committed to-..a particular approach,

we adjusted our questions to reflect itsterminology; however, if no

single approach was common throughout a dtstrict or if there was any

hint of disagreement over approach, we referred only to.the "language

assistance program."

SITE SELECTION
Clearly much of the value of this study tests on the

representativeness of the language assistance programs at the sample

sites-. Budget and time constraints restricted us to a maximum of eight

.
sites; therefore, we. had to give careful consideration' to the criteria

.

for inclusion in the study as well as to the site selection method. We

established the following criteria for inclusion in our sample:

geographical JOcation, variation in state legislation, size of district,

urban/suburban/rural context, and representation Of at least one of the
. . .

three major. Hispanic groups (Puerto-Ricans, Cubans, and Mexican-

Americans), American Indian .and/or Indochinese/Asian. We also
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wanted the district sample tobe. representative of implementation

problems. We were not interested in viewing' only programs that were .

considered exemplary, nor were We interested in seeing only programs ,

that were struggling. We hoped to see Some 'of each, and as many, degrees

in'between as possible. To this end, we. asked for nominations- of sites

that represented a range 9f implementation and quality levels. We.are

confident that the.poOl from Which we selected the sites contained wide

variation'on these variables.

We used the following nomination procedure to develop a sizable

pool of potential sample sites. We first:drew up,a nationwide listof

individuali and organizations who were likelyto knoW-of.districts that

met our requirements. These included officials at centers for research.

and in- service training in bilingual education, national,aut#orities on

the subject, and university and state Education Department personnel who,
have been involved in large-scale program evaluations dr surveys.

IndividUals were-contacted by telephone and letter and were asked to

nominate districts for inclusion in the study: We emphasized to

contacts that we wanted to describe ."the challenges faced by a variety

of districts implementing language assistance prakrams." We also

mentioned that we were- interested in seeing progremns that were "in

place" and that would'be representkive of a particular' approach or set

of circumstances.' The eight sites we selected represented the desired

demographic and program.dIversity (see:Table-1,r below).

RESEARCH STAFF
6

The selection of appropriate research personnel was a highly_

sensitive and important'atpect of the study. We needed not only skilled

interviewers who could pUt the subjects at ease and extractthe relevant

politicalinformation, but. also individuals who would not be. viewed as a political

liability.in any of.the.diverse settings in which they would be

conducting interviews. We were acutely conscious of the fact that an

individual who is a member of the minority group being served by the

language assistance program in the dis9ict might well trigger different

responses from school officers than someone who might be perceived to be

more neutral. On the other hand, we were equably aware of the need to

be Ale to Out community representatives at ease and to be able to
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communicate with parents in their own language about the services their

children were receiving. This problem was resolved to some extent by

pairing' researchers, one "neutral" (i.e., non-minority) and one who

could be perceived to identify with the language minority groups of the

district. All six researchers involved in data collectiOnhad,extensive

experience in case study methodology and elite intervieWing.t

- Additionally, -all had participated in a two-day training.session 0.the

use of the instruments developed for this study and on the background

and major issues related to language assistance service delivery.`

PROCEDURES

Once-a district had agreedto participate in'.the sudy,.a liaiSbh _

individual was selected.(4sually by the superintendent of thidist'rict)

to help.coordinati the site visit and set. up-appointilents with-

interviewees. W6.sent,a, letter to each district; outlining the
,..

individuals to whoth Wewished to speak, the' order in which we hoped.to

interview them, and the amount-of time required fOreach interview. The,

diAricts were exceedingly helpful, and in most cases interview

appointments were set up well in. advance of.our arrivar ak4..the sites.

. ,

Appointments to interview community rePresentatives and parents,

however, were geneially made by the.research team at4the site. to allow

greater control over gathering information from a wide range of

individuals. We were careful not to interview only parents and

community me9hers who had been hand-picked by the district. And because

W6-had'fitirposely made community, contacts beforehand, we were frequently

able to intervieii individualswho had been located independently of

school district recommendations.

An average. of three -days were spent by the two researchers a each

site interviewing people in the fallowing jobs, roles, or categories:

School board member(s)

Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent for Instruction

.4,-. Director of Bilingual Education

Dirictor of Compensatory Education,
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. Director of Title VII (if district htisTitle.VII)

Director of Personnel

Head' of Bilingual Parent'Advisory Council

President of PTA

Representatives of language minority interest groups'

RespresentatiVes of other interest groups with positions on

language assistance policy.

Outside consultant(s) providing technical assistance to the

district on bilingual'education

Principals.of schools serving language minority children

Bilingual coordinators--school and district '

Teachers and aideS providing language assistance instruction
t

.

Regular classroom teachers whose slVdents receive language.
w.

assiStance'or instruction from othei teachers or aides

Parents aid /or other community repreSentativeS

Teachers' union representatives

To capture the maximum amount of information and to ensure that the

same information iti'as gathered at each site, considerable time and effort

were invested in developing sOcific interview protocols.: A separate

11 set Of questions was'-dr.StOt 'up or each of the categorieS of. individuals

to be interviewed. AS much a possible, questions'overlapped among

interviewees to collect multiple perspectives on aspects of the program

and issues in the district and community.

'The following areas of questioning ware pursued with the

respondents,^with greater or lesser emphasis placed on those areas most

pertinent to the individual interviewee:

Conte' of the language assistance program in the district:

How it came about;,who funded it; how it has changed time;,

adequacy offulping; demographic profile of the district.

Backgrtund inarmatlOn on the students served by the programS.

How children are assessed; who makesOplacement decisions; how

Children get in and out of programs.

c' 18
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.
.

.

The instructional program: What it consists of; who is

eligible for how long; what kind of technical' assistance is

provided for program implementors. .A5

Staffing: Who provides services; the educational criteria for

language assistance instructional personnel'; what types of ,.

training and incentives are available; turnover rates; union

involvement.

Curriculum mat erials: What materials ere used; how they are

obtained or developed;' whether the distrtpt has',a standard

curriculum for language minority Vlildre,n; Adequacy of

mater ials available.

Compliance with state and federal guidelines -or regulations:

Wirt is currently being required of the district; the record of .

compliance to date; prAblems, past and present .what caused

those problems.

Issuei and attitudes in rlaion: Whether r gulation is

needed; why or why not; the position of school board,

administrators, and parents with respect to delivery of

services; whether language minority groups have been organized

to lobby for services; the relationship between district

.administration and community; how language assistance services

coordinate with other educational mandates such as title

programsSand desegregation efforis; the position of the.

teachers' union; what would happen in the distrit if language

assistance' services were deregulated?

Satisfaction with current program: Who is happy; who is

unhappy; whether the program is meeting its goals; what changes

should be made.

Additionally, several classrooms, representing the range of

programs piovided:in the district, by grade leVel as well as 'teaching

-
methodCtlOgy, were observed at each of the study sites, Cl ssrooms Were

.

selectedonthebas.isoftheir representativeness of t yp of
ti

rvi.6e; being offered and students being served. Any unique programs

or classes that were operating in the district *ere also2observeth

iI
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Observations were unstructured; their purpose was to provide the

researchers with aciearer understanding of the:program as wellas.to

validate information gathered from the interviews:

Finally, 'after all data had been collected, the `in formation was

synthesized in two ways. Discussion. groups and. debriefings were held in

which all of the researchers involved in the study compared their

4 observations arid drew tentatlVe conclusions about the major themes in

the delivery of language assistance services in the sample districts.

Second, all Interview notes" were reviewed, cross-referenCed, and

organized by topic areas for each district, then for all districts

combined. This enabled us to identify a number of issues-and

programmatic responses that were found in all the districts, and some.

that were specific to particular districts,

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

The broad characteristics of each of the districts included in the

study are listed in Table 1. The districts have been given fictitious(

names to protect privacy.

(State legislation in Condado and Valle is considered strong because

it is comprehensive--providing for training and certification of

teachers, entry and exit assessment of students, minimum standards for

bilingual instructional time and materials, and program monitoring- -

and becauseminimum standaids for program offerings are relatively high.

In contrast, the state. laws applying to Ptieblo HistoricO are considered

"flexible".because they leave a great deal to the discretion of the

district. As A result, some districts in the state have very

comprehensive programs, while others provide minimal'services. All

districts are required to provide some special help to

speakers throp the third grade.. Silver Spur's state, o

hand, specifically restricts instruction in any language

English. However, in practice this simply means that the

Education Department does ,not involve itself in programs f

imited-English

the other"

ther than

tate

r language.

minority children.-

Enrollment figures; percentage of stUdents receiving 1 nguage

assistance services, and specific language groups served by the
A

districts are shown in Table 2. Enrollment at the time of our study
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Table 1

DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS

District* -Region'

State
Legislation

District
Type'

Major Language,

Minority Groupil

Condado

Valle

._Silver.
.Spur

Puebla
Histotico

West

West

Southwest

Yes

("strong")

Yes.
("strong")

Restricts
non-English
instruction

Southwest Yes
.

("flexible")

Cosmqs Midwbst,, Yes

Rancho Southwest Yes

Grande

Ftantera Southwest Yes

Paradise Southeast No

Urbkn-suburban

Rural (migran
suburban

Urban

Urban

Utban

)Urban

ispanic (Mexican
-rigin); Indochinese

- 4spapic (Mexican
origin)

H4panic (Mexican
orl.gin);-Nat ye.

Am4rican

Hipanic; Native
American

Hispanic (Puerto
Rican and Mexican
on in); Native
Amican.

Hispanic (Mexican
oriOn)

RurO1 (migrant) lolirtc3

Urban

(Mexican

.

Hispanic (Cuban
origin); Haitian;
Native 'American

*Dist ict names ark fictitious.

ranged.f

imp
le d

sTUdents

served I

OmOess than 10,000 to more'than 135,000 students. In the

stricts, Spanish speakers:formed the largest group of LES/NES

who received language assistance services. Salm districts also

dochinese (Vietnamese, Chinese,-Thai, &tong), Native American,

Asian Pacific (Tagalog, Japanese, Korean), Haitian Creole, and

Portuguese language speakers (Table 2). SeveralAistrIcts were, included

in the sample because they enroll Native American students; 'however, we
, 4

21,
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'Table 2
/ .

ENROLLMENT OF:SAMPLE DISTRICTS' AND. GROUPS SERVED

Frontera- 7,000 Spanish , 52
. .
,

.1 ',Pueblo Historico 11,500 Spanish 17

' Valle 12,500 Spanish, Portuguese, 25

Condado

Japanese

.
,

30,-000. Spanish, Vietnamese, 33
Hmong, Laotian,
Cambodian

Cosmos

District

Silver Spur 56,000 , Spanish, various Native
Americen languages

Randho Grande 62,000 Spanish. 18

Paradise. 135,000 Spanish, Haitian . 1

-1.

Percentage of
Enrollment
Served in

Language 0.1ingual
ment Group Program,.

88,000 Spaniah,.German, 2.5
French

11"

Creole,' Vietnamese,

f. 6 La6., Thai, Korean,

'Chinese, Japanese

found only one district that prOvided a'language assistance-program for

this 'group.

Table 3 shows the percentage of studentsin various ethnic

categories in the sample districts. Six districts have significant

Hispanic populations (primarily Mexican, Mexican-American, ana Central

American), comprising 30 ,to 95 percent of total enrollment. The largeit

concentratiop,of Asians and Pacific Isl anders is in Condado; where they

22,
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Table 3

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF STUDENTS'AT SAMPLE SITES
(percent)

District White Black
Asian/Pacific

Hispani- Islanders

Condado 20 5 60 15

Valle 52.5 0 47 5

Silver Spur . 62 5 30 2

Pueblo Historico 43 '. 0.6 63 0.3

Cosmos 45 47 6 1

Rancho Grande 11 16 73 1

Frontera 1 5 0 95 0

Paradise 81 13 5 .1
,

Other

0

0

1

2

1

,1

\

comprise 15 percent opf total enrollment. Blacks outnumber Hispanics as

he largest ethnic minority group in only two sample districts, Cosmo

a d Paradise, where they make up1'47 and 13 percent of total enrollment..

)efailed descriptions of each.of the study sites and their program

co ponents are. iven in the Appendix.

I

Sk.
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Ill. PROGRAM TYPES: STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
4

This section reviews the types of programs in the sample districts,

the kinds of students usually served by each of these programs, aid some

of the limitations associated with each. Finally, we rev.i.ed three

general probleifis that exist in virtually all the programs we saw.

PROGRAM FEATURES
14,t-

Language assistance programs have two, major features:''cliiSsrbbm

\ Organization (the physical and pedagogical'. parameters within which

instruction takes place) and instructional strategies (the actual

techniques or methods used to teach subject matter). Separating these

two basic features enables us to better understand the way a program

functions and also to identify areas where inaccurate or overly broad

labels obscure what actually goeS on inthe classroom.

Table 4 presents the basic organization of programs for each'df the

districts. Instructional strategies employed within the prograMs are

discussed below. We make no attempt to categorize instructional

strategies,by district, however, because of the tremendous-diversity in

teaching methodologies at each of the sites. Even in districts with a

strong language assistance instructional philogophy (e.g., "rallid

transition to English," "maintenance of the mother tongue"), teaching

methodology differs almost as much from classroom to classroom as it

does among districts of widely varying philosophies.

CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION

The sample districts use several stilitegies,toorganize instruction

provided to LES/NES studentS, ranging froM all-day self-contaiped

classes to. part -time pull-oUt progrtms.and spedial centers fot language

minority and/or newly immigrated students. Some districts also offer

I

special centers for fluent English speakers wishing immersion in a non-

English program.

.

24

/I
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Table LV'

CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION BY DISTRICT

Distrit

'Cla'ssroom Orgahization

. Elective. Second-

Language' Team

Self-Contained 0Instruction Teaching °Centers

0

Pull-Out/

Frontera
Elementary
Secondary

Pueblo Historic°
Elementary
Secondary.

X

X ,

Valle
Elementary 'X X

Secondary

.

Condado
Elementary X X

Secondary X X

Silver $pur
Elementary 'X X

Secondary X

Rancho Grande
Elementary X X

Secondary X

Cosmos
Elementary' X X

Secondary X.

Paradise
Elementary
Secondary X

b

X

X
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AF ,

Self-Contained Classrooms

In the self'-co4tained classroom, students usually receive all of

their instruction single setting, with one teacher and often an

aide. In classroomslusing an immersion technique, teachers are fluent

in both the immersion language and English.. (If English is the language.

of immersion, they may be monolingual.) In many programs serving

Spanish-speaking students, either or both the teacher and aide speak at

least some Spanish and some amount. of "bilingual" instruction occurs,

even if it consists only of an occasional explanation in Spanish..

However, very few teachers can provide assistance to Cambodian, Laotian,.

Thai, or Haitian students in their own language.-

Children in self-contained classrooms are usually lAited in

English-language skills, although this is not always the case. Most

districts and schools malt an attempt to integrate their self-contained

classrooms with English-speaking students in accordance with federal and

state guidelines; however,.this-is not always, practical. The demand for. si°

services by LES/NES children is often so great that there is no room

left for students who are not truly in need. Also, in some districts

the language assistance classes are viewed as remedial classes and

English-speaking parents are not anxious to enroll their children in

them.,

All of the districts we visited provide at least some of their

language minority 'Audents.with instruction in.a Self-contained

classroom:. Thesevare nearly aldays called "bilingual classes," although

they occasiOnally go by other names and may also include immersion

programs. The amount and nature of bilingual instruction in these

classes varies greatly from district to district, and even from

classroom to classroom within 'a district. In some bilingual classrooms.

instruction occurs mostly in English, with occasional explanations in

Spanish; in others the language mix is just the opposites Ina third

type of cPassroom some subjects are taught in one language, while other.

subjects are taught in a second language.. The variations are numerous

and many different kinds of bilingual classrooms were observed in the.

districts. Interestingly, the source of variation is just.as'apt to be

differences in teachers as diffe'rences in district policies or state'.

I 1

*4.

26
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rul sior gUidelines Hence, the full .range of Classrdom types :is-

to e iSt/within any'district, regardless of state or local policy.

The mount 'of time a child is alloWed to stay in.a bilingual

ropi.is usually fixed by criteria established by the district or

,1.

clas

the ate. In most s.tates'that regulate language assistance, schools

are reciuired to provide .such classes onlOtthrough a specified number of

grades (K-3, for example,. in New Mexo and Texas), and ehildren are,

tested at periodic intervals to assess wheIherithey are ready to exit

the program and be "mainstreamed." In most of the districts we visited,

the children are expected to exit after three years in the program;

tie de there are fewer and fewertlahrooms at each higher grade level.

We saw only one example of a self-contained classroom, at the secondary'

level, the self...contained -%iteray" class offered in-Condada,,whirll iR.

essentially a self=contained4SL program.

,There is regent- "evidence that a self-contained (bilingual):

classroom may, deliver mere language assistance for the dollanthall other

types of language assistance programs (Carpenter-Huffman and Samulon,

1981). However, the term "bilingual" is used so broadly that it'is not
.

possible]to.say what kind ofAnstruction a child is receiving in.a

bilingual ClassrOom without looking at the specific classroom.

Pull-Out Programs
Pull-out programs are common throughout grades l-

one form or another, in all the district's we vislted.

programs are taken out of their regular classroom for

12; they exist, in

Children in these

anywhere from a ,

few minutes a week to several hours a day for special language

assistance. Instructional methods within the pull-out setting also vary

considerably. Students may be tutored individually or in groups;

instruction may be- bilingual or in English only; content may include

ekplaations of the work being' covered in the regular classroom, or it

maSr,consist of &separate ESLlesson or a combination of classroom work

andUS:L. The teacher may be a highly qualified bilingual teacher,, a
1

ceAdkied.19onolingual ESL teacher,--or just a' floating teacher with no
I )

'partiCular qualifications to; instruct LES/NES childred.

FA. .

.0



Several schools 'in one of the district's have special rooms filled

with technologically advanced, computerized learning centers. Language

minority students are sent to these resource rooms 'for one hour a day or

every'otherday to work.on individual zed. language assistance. programs.

The pPogram appears to be extremely nnovative. However, in reality,

the children lack adequate supervision; many sit in front of the

terminals reading comic books, while others pay little attention to what

they are doing. The teacher in one of the resource rooms admitted that

a great dealof the equipment is useless because th41teaehers have never

been instructed. in its appropriate'use.

° 0,;Pull-out programs are especially popular in three settings:, (1)

where there is a conscious effort to "mainstream" children who are not

yet proficient enough in English to understand all that is going on in

the regular classroom; (2) where LES/NES children are .not concentrated

in large enough numbers to warrant a separate classroom; and (3) at the

secondary level where students naturally change clpssrooms several times

40.during the day.

While schools have good reasons for depending on pull -out programs

toprovide services, this ach,a1gb presepts many problems. The

biggest problem for the st involved is "interference." _Akima

students are pulled out o their assigned clasSroom for.special help,

they may actually miss .out on subject matter they need to be learning

(Kimbrough and Hill, 1981). Teachers complain that it is difficult to

teach these students and that it is virtually impossible for them to

keep up with the rest .of the class.

Team Teaching
.

One of our sample districts uses an interesting variation on the

pull-out program. Two teachers share the students, who are grouped'

according to their language needs. Each teacher instructs in a

different language, but both follow the same curriculum and schedule.

The students travel back and forth betweetLthe two,cliassrooms. This

ill

approach avoids some of the problem of "interference" encountered in
,

standard pull-out programs, althoug eachers still complain that
. _

Students are not "get4ng", everything that goes on in the classroom.
,
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The teachers also point out that some students see the primarily Spanish

classroom as a haven and revert completely to Spanish when they enter

it.

Language Assistance Centers
The "center" approach is often used to provide intensive English

language" and cultune instruction. to students who are newly immigrated to

the United States and who do not compriSe a large enough or concentrated

enough group within the schools.to make othef kinds of programming

feasible. Like other langUage assistance program structures, centers

vary greatly in method approach .and even in goals. The Paradise

district, which-has low student-teacher ratios and high per - pupil'

expenditures, has language assistance centers located at separate campus

sites. The district has set as its goal the production of language

minority students whose academic performance level'is equal to that. of

'their native-English-speaking peers.

Centers are also used for immersion programs, such' as. the,French,

'German, and Spanish immersion classes offered in the Cosmos district.

Here,:the programs are housed at regular scbcol sites, and the goal is

to produce fluently bil4ngual youngsters who can compete favorably with
eik

monolingual students in regular school programs. Children may remain at

the Cosmos or Paradise centers for several years, depending on need,

availability, and student progress.' Some other districts have,

"newcomer" centers, which LES/NES children attend for only a few months

while they receive an introduction to American education and language.

INSTRUCT IONA L STRATEG I kS

Instructional methods available to iES/NES students include various
A

bilingual approaches, ESL, format instruction about a second language

(e.g., Spanish for fluent English speakers, or Spanish language

instruction for those whose primary language is Spanish), and immersion

in a second language. 4,

'See the Appendix for a more complete description.
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Bilingual Education .

The term "bilinbal education" ie overused, U1-defined ia;and

applied to'an array of rogiams'that bear varying degrees of resemblance

to each other. Bilingual .education means, literally, the provision of

instruction in two languages: the student's native language and the
, -

language he is trying to learn HoWever, the.goal of a bilingual

program may bla transitional (i.e.,;.to move children into English asi

rapidly as possible)or it may be deVtlopmental (i.e., tO teach first-.
.

language skills concutre?ttly with English in an efiOrt to build'on both

languages). There, are also a few "bilingual" programs that focus almost'
4 .

exclusively on first-ranguage skills at early. grades. Depending On the

goals of the program--and the great majority assert that their goal is

transitional--a variety of methods may be employed. Some bilingual

programs provide only an occasional explanation in the native language;

others provide only am-occasional explanation in. English. Some focus on

native language instruction of core subjects, and English instruction of

all other classes in the early years. Some programs call for alternate

explanations ip two languages or separate classes so that the teacher

and aide instruct in two languages simultaneously. Snother program

provides native language instruction one day and English the next,

Still another program consists of English language instruction for 'the

majority of the day, with Spanish as a Second Language (SSL) for one or

two peridds

At the secondary level,-some schools offer core subjects

bilingually, on a classroom-by-classroom basis. For exadple, a student

may take algebra' and science bilingually and all other course sin

regular English-only classes... The language mix that occurs in. these

classroomi-and.the techniques utilized.vary according to the teacher,- aa'.

in' other bilingual classrooms..

Some bilingual teachers contend that. it IS impossible to cover

bilingually the same curriculum the majority students receive. in English

nlym-there is simply hot:enough:time. Other teachers state that with

careful preparation theitdo provide the same curriculum to their
.

language minority students as that taught to majority students.

I
tr,
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.
.

Based on .our observations, it is likely that both sets-,of teachers

are correct and that many different Metho2
11

ds of "bilingual" instruction

may work equally well or equally poorly,'given individual circumstances.

The factors that seem to have powerful effects on the implementation and

functioning of bilingual programs are discussed in Sec. IV.

gliSh as. a Second Language

,
"English assa Second Language" merely means instruction in English

7\

about English for non-native English speakers. When ESL instruction is

part tf a pull-out program, the teachers are usually monolinguallopt

least in the districts we observed. However, ESL is also a standard

component of Almost all bilingual classes--a certain part of the day is

devoted to the development of English language skills, in English. A

$ great controversi has grown up between the teachers of ESL and the

bilingual teachers who use ES methods in their classrooms. Some

trained ESL teachers contend that their skills are underutilized in

favor of less effective bilingual programs, while some bilingual
t

teachers see the ESL program as superfluousince it is incorporated

into a bilingual curriculue. Most of the elementary schools with large

language minority populations in most'of the disstricts4ie visited offer- °-

both ESL and bilingual programs and allow students to choose, depending

on availability. At the secondary level, most schools provide ally ESL.

Instruction About a Second Language
Formal instruction about a second language--outside the context of

bilingual education or ESL--is most commonly found at the secondary

level, where courses. are offered,in Spanish or French, fqr example. At

the elementary level, the classes are.commonly referred tows SSL, FSL,

fo
etc., and may or may not be an adjunct to an ESL or bilingual program.

At Pueblo Historico, the bilingual prograi .consists almost entirely of

instruction about Spanish (SSL), since the community is trying to

'reinforce bilingualism in an area that 1.8 rapifty becoming monolingual.

Although instruction about a "foreign" language is available in

most--and gvn required in some--high schools, suph instruction,

particularly if the "foreign" language;is one the child already .speak ,
-:'4

' I

3
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.

is highly controversial at the elementary school level. While some

parents, such as those in Pueblo Historico, are anxious for their

children to retain andxpand on Spanish language skills, many districts

express a concern that proficiency in a language other than English is

o-----1beyond the scope and resources of the public scho s. Hence, the

commitment of districts such as Pueblo Historico and Cosmos to the
4.

development of non-English language skills is an elcample of the

allocation of resources to a somewhat different set of priorities than

il is found in many other school districts.

Immersion

Loosely defined, immersion programs provide students with an

intensive, all-encompasSing experience in a language that is foreign to

them. However, we have discovered great diversity in immersion

iprOgrams. An immersion program may "immerse" the children n English,

in another language that is new to them, or even in their liome language

Auntil they are considered ready to transfer to a bilingual or other

language assistance program. (This third interpretation of immersion,

while uncommon, was in use in one large western district which we A,

considered, but finally rejectedorsas a study site.) The immersion may

be total or part-day. The curriculum may allow children to ask

questions in their own language or it may forbid this. The teacher may

or may not be bilingual and may or may not provide some explanation in

the child's own Anguage. inglish immersion programs range from a

curriculum that differs in no apparent way from any other English

curriculum to one that is carefullk organized to provide a "heavy

dosage" of verbal English along with instructional support. In Cosmos,

immersion programs are offered as'enriChthent opportunities for students

who wish to become proficient in a non - English language; in Frontera,

some parents have proposed immersion as a means of providing their

children with maximum exposure to English; in Condado, some critics of

the bilingual program see immersion as a.meaus- of mainstteaming language

minority students into regular all-English classes and hereby

dismantling the. bilinguaJf program.
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GpIERAL PROBLEMS

While there are specific problems associated with some methods of

program organization (e.g., the interference that occurs with pull-

out programs) and .someCtrategies of instruction (e.g., the conflict

that existsOetween some teachers of ESL and bilingual teachers who

provide ESL services), there are threegeneral deficiencies that affect

all the 1 nguage assistance programs we observed: (1) student-program

match, (2 program transition (entry/exit) criteria, and (3) secondary-

school services.

Student-Program Match It

Nledless to say, there are Many strongly held opinions about the

best way to educate language. minority children. Unfortunately, such

convictions, translated into dogmatic defense of a particular approach,

have 'resulted in bad feelings and a sense of exclusion for some people

in almost all the sample districts: Even in districts where an.atteMpt

is made to' provide a choice of programming, as is the case in most of

the districts we visited, local school administrators and teachers. may

circumvent this choice because of a strong belief in a particular

methodology. Or a district may offer several options, but spoce and

logistical problems prevent parents and children from availing

themselves of these, options. In some districts there is open hostility

between some school officers and some members of the community. ,because

of lack, of choice. The .end result 1.11,_all4bE these cases is that many

people -- teachers, administratorsx and parents--complain that they are

forced to go along with'a program that is not of their choosing.

The more realistic options the parent and child haVe, the greater

the likelihood that a good student-program match will occur. Some

parents do not want their children taught any language other than

English. SoMe students are lost in an all-English setting: Schools.and

districts that provide reasonable and-accessible options are more likely

to have satisfied constituents.' Yet some schools and districts will not

provide such options unless they are. required:to dO so. The refusal to

provide options may.be based on cost arguments or on philosophical

positions, yet some.districts do manage to utilize resources effectively

to provide multiple options And satisfy diverse constituent positions.

33.
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Program Transition

Without a doubt, there is no issue more thorny in the {anguage

assistance community than that of entry and exit criteria. Some states.

have developed guidelines or rules hat set down specific test and

performance criteria for entry. toand ex t from language assistance

programs. However, even in these states there is continuing dislcuSsion
\

about how to make more accurate assessments. '4here is no consensus

about when a language minority child is ready to -learn in an English

'classroom without any extra help. This lack of-agreement is due in part

to
,

philosopittal differences, but.it is also the result of sparse and

inadequate language assessment materials. The question clearly needs

further research, and in the meantime school personnel need help in

grappling with the issue as it affects them. In the absence of

definitive criteria, language minority children need the protection of

guidelines that are both humane and flexible. Not all the guidelines or

rules developed by local school boards or stateagencies fit those

categories. Some district administrators complaiff"that, their state wi

not, pay for a child enrolled in a language assistance 'program after a'

specified period of time--regardless of the child's English ability.

Others complain that the seemingly reasonaple formulas set up by the

state for exiting students are inflexible and do not allow for

individual differences:

Secondary-School Services

In virtually every district we visited, adminiStrators,,parents,

and teachers decried the fact.that langUage assistance services at the

secondsiky leirel are woefully inadequate. . Some districts all but ignore

secondary,students, focusing their efforts.almost totally on the early

grades.' This may stem, in part, from "benign neglect"--that is,

.district people simply forget that nOt'all non-English speakers grow up.
0'

in the community in which they attend high school. It may also be, in

'spome cases, a reaction against "foreigners" coming into the district'

However, the problem is not all attitudinal.- Classroom organization

(rotation of students) at the secondary level, insufficient numbers of

...qualified personnel, and inadequate materials are alp prime reasons for..

the very liMited help offered secondary students:.

34
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Some districts we visited have made earnest'attempts to provide

understandable instruction to LES/NES secondary-school children.

Paradise has a well-developed secondary program and Cosmos provides a

biiingual strand of courses for these students. In. Pueblo Historico,

classes are offered bilingually. .However, most secondary students

are left to sink or swim, with at most a few minutes a day in a pull-
.

out program with an ESL teacher..s, Even the districts with the most

comprehensive programs/lack Appropriate instructional materials. All

districts express a need for 1111p, in this area.

Alt
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IV.. FACTORS AFFECTING THE IMPLEMENTATION
, OF LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

While scholarly debAte, along with the national media, has focused

on the ielative effectiveness of one type of program versus another, the

important local decisions about language assistance programs have

generally been made on other grounds. Local school officials are

usually forced to.pay more attention to the politics andthe needs of

their communities than to careful analysis of evaluation literature.

In the case of language.aasistance programs, the factors affecting

the kind and level of services*ovided are likelito include state and

local regulation, community desires, local histatY of the language

minority group(s), concentration of the language minority population,

human and material resources, fiscal Constraints, and, finally,

pedagogical considerations. These factors and the interplay among them

determine the nature, scope, and qualitlkof local language assistance '1

programs; thus they should receive major consideration in the

formulatiOn of policy for educating language minority children. This

section describes the dynatics of these factors and discusses their

implications for federal regulation.

STATE AND LOCAL, REGULATION

Approkimately half of the states have enacted legislation that

addresses the issue of language assistance programs in the public

schools.' State statutes differ considerably with respect to

specificity of program prescription, teacher credentials, eligibility,

monitoring, and the like., As an example, in California and Texas, -state

laws mandate a bilingual approach and are highly specific about program

implementation. In contrast, Arizona's law actually restricts the use

of.non-English languages in the classrbOm and does not'provide

mechanism to grant teacher credentials for language assistance

As might be expected, the states that have addressed,the issue

legislatively tend to be those with,relatively lafter language

populations..

1 Education Daily,

for'a

program

minority

13, 'No. 199, October 10, 1980, p. 2.
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The effeceofState or local regulation on actual program
. .

implementation i not always predictable. Interestingly, the most

comprehensive pr rams and those that seem to generate the least overt
..

controversy Like.n t.neceOirily.found In states with strong regulation.

The presence or absence of.state regulation may be:used as a political

lever in influenc*K diStrict policy, but many other factors egetibute

to the final shape\ and scope of afprogram. 'Regardless of how strong or

specific state regUlations are, local programs do.not-necessarily

refleCt a state-model, nor do programs within the saM6 state or even the

same district always even resemble each other. Perhaps. the most

important functiong of state regulation are those of setting minimal

standards, helping to clarify program goals, and providing a resource.

base for the development of language asst. tance programs.

But even in states with "strong" 1 guage assistance legislation, a

great deal of autonomy is exercised at the local district level. This

.
autonomy is undoubtedly the result of several factors--the enormous task

of Monitoring programs on a statewide basis, state governments' respect.

for.local'educators' judgmento-and.a reluctance at the state level to

pay the political costs of open conflict with local districts.

State and local laws reflect the broader political forces'of the

community and provide markers of public acceptance. The absence of any

regulation at the state and local level also reveals information about

the level of politicization of these eduCational issues While state

and lodal regulations do not always appear to affect. programs at the

district level in the manner. and extent envisioned by legislators,

federal regulation.can and does have-an.importantimpact on.st4ate and

local policy,. In an area as controversial as language assistance

services, the federal government.is perceived' to set the standard- -

either by example-or by direct influence-7for a definition of adequate

services.
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COMMUNITY DESIRES

In. each of the districts we observed,Aere are at least two

communitles"--the language majority, community, F..e. English speakers,

and at least one-language minority community.. Howev even in

districts that have several different language groups, it as uncommon to

fipd more than one highly visible language minority group competing for

services. In Cosmos, multiple language programs are offered, yet only .

one language minority group is politically active within the district.

Although 'the state in which Pueblo Historico is located serves large

ngibers of Native Americans as well as Spanish speakers in the schools,

bilingual program directors are quite blunt aboilt the fact that one

group or the other is served by a district, bit almost never both.

Inadequate resources are undoubtedly a factor in this lack of balance;

however, it is also cleafly related to other political realities. The

.voice of the most powerful group may be the only one heard--or the only

one the school board is willing to listen, to.

are provided for the'most vocal group,

cited for failure to comply with state

groups tend to be forgotten,.' and their

not even known .to the district.

Even within the ,acknowledged language commAnities in a district,

there is seldom a comprehensive understanding of language attitudes.

Just as there is no single English language community, there is no.
)

single Spanish-speaking community or even Mexican-American commanity,

for example. Language attitudes and desires may differ widely/within'
es

en adequate services

the di trict is not.likely to be

or fedetal regulations. Other

attitudes an desires are.often
, .

each group as. well as between groups. There-is no single unified voice

giving expression to a "majority" Opiiilkon on the

assistance programs. We heard fro:5m Anglo.paretit

strong Spanish' language maintenance program, Od

Spanish-speaking parents Who are.adamantty in

-issues of language

roups yho favor a.

e heard:from .

ar of transitional

progiams that present English -only instruction as soon as possible. We

heard from Amer:ican Indian groups who want bilingual education programs

in the schools and.from others .whd consider the use of their native

language in the classroom to be sacrilegious. We, also heard. from

Southeast Asian.representatives_wholelt that any language paicy for

38
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them is probably premature and from other Asian groups in which"class

confl,icts result in widely differing attitudes between Asiari,teachera.

and community members. The task of surveying these aitindes is a

complex one and hence is not usually adequately added.
,

.

The relative access of a group to decisibnmakinglpower is not

always, or even usually, related to the "group's size. There are many .4

large school districts in whith not a single member of he'board of

education is a member of the "minority" group that foxm\ the majority of.

the school districts. The language minority groups that appear to be

taken most seriously by school' districta'are generally noteorganiZed'as

"grass roots" efforts; most have had help from outside. In 'Cosmos the

local university has -been a significant factor; in Valle and Rancho

Grande, Chicano movement organizers have been the impetus.

In sum, while most of the districts we.visiied are forced either by

law or by political circumstances to respond to language minority group

'desires, attention is generally focused on only one language minority

group, and only on the most highly organized factions of that onp.

.
the extent to which this group's desires are actually taken in o account

also appears to depend much more on'its degree of organiZation than' on

its size in terms of absolute numbers.

In all, the most important finding is that community desires differ

greatly even among the most well-organized community groups. And the
.

,

language attitudes and desires of the great majority of community

members are virtually unknown. These facts argue forcefully for options
,4\r

ihlanguage assistance services and for a regulating body.to, ensure that

all reasonable positions are taken into :account in the development of

pro rams'for language minority students.

.

,

HIS IM OF THE LANGUAGE MINORITY GROUP'" THE COMMUNITY
, . , .

.,

A critically important factor that is often overlooked in

disc ssions and planning of language assistance programs is the history

1eof th\ language minority community in the school district that serves

) it. the expectations of the language minority community, as well as the.

majority culture's willingness to attempt to meet those expeCtations,

are filefst partially dependent on.thelength,of time the language

minority group has resided*In the area. Recenearrivals, lacking an

ii

. 0

t
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established history in the community, are not likely to be perceived as
.

"deselliing" programs that place any emphasis on cUltural or linguistic

maintenance, or enhancement. Immigrant groups that arrive' in large

numbers over a short period of time, such as the recent Indochinese'

immigrants, or that consist of migrants who come and go, such as

seasonal agricultural workers, may be perceived by the larger,community

as "intruders" who are Already pracing inordinate demands on limited

resources. This is certainly a problem in Condado and the areas

surrounding it.

...At the other extreme'is Pueblo Historico, where the Higpanic

community has.asserted an historical right to the maintenance of its

language and and apparently the Anglo-American community

agrees. (The Native American,popdlation-has not pressed as hard for its
.,

historical rights in the Pueblo HistorAco schools, and its position on

language assistance services is mot well known.) The reasons whya

language minority group.is perceived to be more deserving of spectal

consideration in one place than. ,in another, despite equally lengthy'
A

periods; of resid ?nce, are complex but appear to be related to two

specific factors! economics and histor9. To the' extent' that a group

has acquireA economic power or generates economic well-being for tI4

community by virtue of its cultural ..differences, it is likely to be; seen

as an important component of the community. Some, Hispanic and American,

Indian groups in the Southwest and some Asians in the West are viewed in

this way. Additionally, if a group has a history of cultural

predminance in a region, the broader society is. more apt to be tolerant

of ,its linguistic and cultural differences, Wfiere no economic benefit

is derived and no history of cultural, prpdominance has been established,

the l anguage minority group is,unlikely to be treatedlwith-aeference.

In the case of non-English speakers who have been in a community for a

long time but are not.perCeived to be espeCially valuable to thp region

length of residency-can be a liability., Some,pdople voice the opinion

that,the schools are "coddling' students.from theSe:groups who should

have learned English befOie-they came to school.'

School districts,,however, must sooner gr-dater reach an
XP ,

odatioq, with the language miniitityipopulations they are mandated

And of,cOurse,lost language minority communities falltO. serve.

0, '
' 4
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41 between:the extremes of being resented and being cherished. Most of the

,districts we visited.have been in the process of developing a program to

serve language.minority children over a period of time.- Language groups

have shifted in.sOMe,districps and have grown in most, but the problems

created by these Changes. are not viewed. as. insurmountable. COsmos has

--addr-essedthe--issues_oflanguagn interesting way. The,,

German-speaking ComAunity has historically, been an important force.in.

the district,:althoughthe'actual.number of'GerMan speakers has dwindled

tothe poi4 where. there is little or noneed,to assist German.,.speaking

.students in the acquisition Of.EngAsh. Alowever, in deference to the

grodp's importance e§ the. culture of the area, a highly 'successful

German immersion ptogram was introduced Several.years.ago. Politically,

this tactic has-helped to defuse the issue of. lanigUage- assistance

services to newer immigrants (mostly Spanish spears) to the area,

since the language assistance program is seen as having multiple goals

and also serves as a. §ormof curricular enrichMent. Of course,

government cannot:regulate attitudes toward language minority children,

and it can do tittle to change historical facts. However, lnegulation

can take into account.differences in attitude's and ensure thpt groups

are_treated,fairly-despite their differing. histories..
.

:

,

CONCENTRATION OF LANGUAGE MINORITY POPULATIONS4
Size and concentration of the_ language minority populations in

a schoc4district can greftly'affect the type of prograM offered. While

a large population of studentsuis less likely to be'ignored and more

to'receive some kind of program, it is also more highly visible

and hence more subject to public scrutiny and controversy. On the other

hand, listricls with small language minority populations sometimes offer

exceptionally comprehensive programs. Because of their lower visibility

and costs, these districts may be able toexperiment with innovative

programs thatwould be prohibitively costly with larger numbers of

:students.

In Condit o, although the cost of the language assistant r program is

not' yeea maj r issue,.the sense of being overwhelmed^by thetlarge

numbers of at ents.and the diversity of their needs* hap created a

soihewhat negat Ve attitude toward language assistance services on the

41



part of the Boar&of Education and some school administrators: While we

were observinginthe district, the Boar&of Education voted to cut back'

on its very popular second-language acquisWonclasses for teachers.

The Board.made it clear.that its vote was preCipitated not by-financial
'

concerns, but by .the, philosophy that students should learn.English;-,

teachers-414444-146tLhavato. so I !. : : : 114t.4

that teachers,wholspoWa second language made it "too easy" on the non-

English-speaking Otudents.
1

Programs in bther districts with-large language minority'

populations, such as Ranchorande.and Frontera, ap also a source of

" considerable controversy'and public co4mentin the community. ..School

board members and district administrators.are challenged with balancing

the needs and interests Of various 'opposing forces in the. community.

4.

This results in'a concern on the. part of many about'an overly

politicizedprograrvand a possible negative effect.on program. quality.

Cosmos and Paradise provide an interesting contrast. Both

'districts have relatively Small language minority populations-and.

consequently are able to offer pomprehensive and innovative programs at'

relatively low costs--both financially and politically. Neither program

4

has- become-ar great source of co

1
troversy, since neither is, highly --

visible in the cdntext of the erall district 'budget and program

offerings. , ,

,,.,The language assistance program in.Silyer Spur stands alone 'among

o those we observed as being very minimally affected by'the size of the

I
language minority population. This is probably due in good part £o' the

fact that nobody seems to.know how many students'are.inneed of services

(a district count. has.never been taken), but a small population is being

served. Since rOe ,distrct encompasses a.large Mexican-American

population within its boUndaries, it is likely that more LES/NES ,

students exist there than are actually being served by the programs.

Also, Silver Spur-principals enjoy a high degree of autonomy and there
-

is little directipn from district administratora and virtually no state

regulation. This, has resulted in a variety of responses to the'needa of

language minority. students. Individual schools tend to work out their
40

own accommodations to student and community needs, a methodof providing

services that' appears' to be more successful in Ome schools than in'others.
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In sumi most district programs we Obierved are greatly affected by

the size of language minority populations. But large populations do riot

necessarily receive mores comprehensive services, nor do small

populations necessarily Duffer from the, lesser politioal clout their

size might imply.

HUMAN: AND MATERIAL RESOURCES

Clearly_one of the_mOst important reasons,for choosini-to,support

one kind of language assistance progratifover.another.is the. availability'
. .

of human andmateri41 resources. Although lack of qualified teachers is

a common.lomplaint,in.most districti that we visited, very real

differences exist between language groups and geographical locations

problem

to the availability of personnel. Tosomeextent, the

scproblern is one of distribution, particularly for Spanish-speakers. The

Pueblo Hietorico administration.contends that .t. turns away numerous

quaiified applicants, while districts in neighboring states cannot find

enough teachers. At Frontera,. virtually all. of the-teachers are s.

bilingual, but many are_noyadequately trained in bilitgual and other

teaching methodologies to make effective use of their skills.. .

On the other.hand, districts with Imaller and/ormore recently

immigrated.langugge groups, such as.the.Indochinese, are. experiencing

personnel shortages that eeverely.limit the kinds of programs that can

be provided to students. Condado, for example, is.fortunate to'have a

director for Southeast Asian language assistance_ programs who speaks

several Southeast Asian languages and has extensive knowledge and

Contact with that community:. Yet- he concedes that the.only.why he c

have any program at 'all is by hiring indiViduals. with widely. Varying

educational backgrounds who speak some English in additi to their

native language. These aides.help teachers communicate with-students,

but actual.academic.aid'is often beyond their ability: However,.as with

the Spanish splakers, not. all Southeast Asian.groupS'iace the.eame

'probleMe.

Vietnamese immigrants, many of whom came to. this country for

political rather than economic,reasone,have beenmainstreamed into
0

school districts such asCondado.telstiveli successfully: Not unlike



.the first wave of Cuban immigrants who came to the United States two

decades beforethec,'many had considerable educational resources (e.g.,

previous schooling, Well edUcated:parents). When they arrived. And, like.

the Cubans, they werefable'torely on educated people within:their Own

community who worked as classroom aides to help. Illidge the'cultural and.

linguistic gap they encountered.at school. Sever'al people were anxious

,to point out that Condado has already produced a Vietnamese high-school

valedictokian:.
.

Unfortunately, class as well' as cultural differences separate the

Indochinese subgroulm to an even greater extent than occurs within the

Latino subgroupi. Middle-class Vietnamese have not always been sympa-

, thetic to the plight of impoverished Laotian or Cambodian immigrants

and-have not sought positions working with these children. And, when

Vietnamese teachers or aides do world in classrooms populated by various
,

Indochinese groups, it is of clear that they are any more effective in

delivering instruction than the monolingual tioerican ESL teachers. The
II , V

,
/ human resource problem among the new immigrants is a very real. and

pressing problem.

The Southeast; Asian programs director i Condado approaches the

-pro ?lem at both a staff and community develop ent issue. 'He has hired.

illiterate people with some knowledge of Engliih who appear to have

potential and has then worked with them on mastering basic academic

skills. He believes they can learn in the classroom along with the

children, and that they will one day be able to provide academic

instruction. In the meantime, they 'earn a sala4T which allows their own

children to stay in school ai,acquire academic skills, Admittedly,

this is a long-term solution with few immediate payoffs, yet it does

address the broader problems of low educational level of the community.

'The American Indian groups represented in the districts we-visited

are also affeited by probleis of distribution. Either tht,students are

widely dispersed throughout the:district or the numbers of different

language groups are'so large that a single-bilingual clatsroom for

. 'Indian children simply is not feasible. Added to this is a reluctance

on'ihe part of some' tribes to'intermingleisecular education with the

tribal language which has religious associations.
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problems such as.the lack of bilingual and multilingual per onnel

and inadequiktely trained bilingual teachers pose obvious impediments to
0

. the development of truly bilingual programs. In districts where such

problems exist, language assistance programs generally take one of two

ft*, Either the program consists of 41, only or it tends to be

erratic; with instructional support in the native language occurring

according to the iliridual initiative and ability of.the teachers.

Generally speaking, the availability of appropriate materials

closely parallels the availability of qualified staff, with the major

exception of assessment materials. No district that we visited feels it

has adequate testing materials to assess the children's language ability

in any non-English language. Even in the most comprehensive and well-

lleipPorted programs, assessment is considered the weak link. With

respect to classroom materials (e.g., textbooks, instructional aids),

the most severe complaints come from teachers of Indochinese children;

however, even among 'the programs seviking Spanish speakers,,there is

consistent dissatisfaction with.the paucity of materials appropriate for

secondary students. Since few states mandate anything more than ESL for

secondary students, it is clear that market incentives do not exist for

producing non-English language materials at the secondary level. The

few materials that do.exist are usually locally developed and specific

to the predominant cultural group of the area. Where market incentives
# -

are inadequate, other types of incentives should be Considered to

stimulate the production of usable materials. Government subsidies to

partially offset costs to publishers and research grant monies targeted

for materials development are two possibilities.

FISCAL CONSTRAINTS
School district budgets, like those of other husinesses and

agencies, have been affected
by

the economic, limitations of the early

1980s, and schools are forged to set priorities for the allocation of

funds. Some of the districts we visited are experiencing immediate'
4-,

effects of a tight economy; others are preparing for what they. see as

difficult times ahead. All are
/acutely

aware orthe costs of their

ei/special programs and have att. pted to assess the -benefits of those
..,:f..
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programs. .However,,ye saw considerable variation both inthe priOrities

that have been established and in the manner of funding of special

programs. It'is fair to say that when a program ins considered to be,

important by the,diatrict administration, money is found to support it

On the other hand, where's progr given a low priority, even

previodsly earmarked funds might_be diverted from it. Nonetheless,

.fiscal constraints are commonly cited as 'reasons for implementing one

type of program or another and, as such, deserve discuss

Pueblo HIstorico is an example .of a district that aced a high

priority on.its language assistance program and has "f the funds to

support it. Although state-law provides funding only for a limited
,

elementary-sthool program, the district is using general funds and some

Title VII money to strengthen its elementary program and extend it to

the secondary level,.

Rancho Grande., on the other hand, faced with similar limited

funding from the state, has taken a different approach. Although the

district ,-a community in which 'the majority of the studentslie of

Hispanic background--publicly supports its. language assistance program,

only state bilingua monies and Title VII funds are used to support it'.

Program administrates note that "not one cent" of general funds has

ever been used to Au ovt the program. These administrators contend

that the school boarCand diStrict administratibn make their support- -

or lack. of it--clear by their allocation of dollars, -0.

, ; 0- 4
Puebld-Historic0 and Rancho Giande are exampl#s of. districts with

fairly extensive 'programs serving large 4,opulations.; In districts with

'smaller LES/NES populati ns, the politics of program funding can be`

7quite different. The Cos os. sbhool districti for example, serves on5--,

about 5.0ercent.of its s4tents in the language assistance program, yet

it has.been an innovator in language Nisistance methodology. Its
l'

progiam includes bilingual edUcation, immersion in several languages,

and ESL.. General funds'are mixed with state' and federal resources to ..

. .

support .the program, and until. recently there has been little comment or
. . , . 0.

concern ovEr the cost of the.program. 'However, the educated guess of

the school board president is that with the coming fiscal crunch,. if a

choicelhas to be made between preserving the language. assistance,...

programs and preserving football, language assistance "won't stand'a

chance."
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Paradise, another district with a relatively smallaES/NES

population (approx*ately.5 percent), is experimenting with en

innovative approach tO\the instruction of language minority pupils.

Their low student-teacher:ratio, individualized-education hpproach is

paid for largely-out of district funds, since the state has,no special

',funding statute for language assistance. The program has maintained a

strong rapid-transition-to-English emphasis and a. low profile and, as

such, has'eluded any Attempts at program cuts, which have occurred in

other parts o the state. It is important to emphasize, however, that

the size of the program is probably as important as any other factor in

explaining its survivability.

One m

1
e point must-be made about the funding of language

assistance ograms. No matter how small or large theprogram or how .

, .

great the need, in all districts that we visited, Title VII funding was

cited as the single 4trongest impetus to the development of a formal

bilingual or langUage assistance program. Even though commitment to

Some kind of service delivery to language minority students is very
.

strong in some of the districts, no state or local funds had,been

expressly earmarked for program development in any of them prior to
,

Title VII. In Rancho Grande, a political and intellectual foundation

had been laid, and a small experiment in bilingual, education had been

initiated, but commitm nt of funds had to wait/fox Title VII
, .

ap opriations. Some rogram administrators pointed to this fact asp

evi ence of the importance of the federal.role in language assistance.

a rol they believe the government should continue to play. Since\Titie

VII no meets a much smaller proportion of the need for services in most

school 4istricts, fiscal responsibilities have been thrust onto state

and local, educational budgets. As this occurs, language assistance

programs are assigned a priority ranking on a long list of educational

needs. Clearly, those programs that are mandated by government

regulation receive a higher funding priority.than those that are not

mandated. Hence, regulation, at some level, becomes a critIcal factor

in whether funds "Are found" to support language assistance programs.

Of_course, simply substituting a mandate for Title VII funding does not

guarantee that the level of support,or the quality of programs will not

be affected.
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PEDAGOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
414'

Although the question is usually Worded simplistically as, What is

the most effective type f language assistance program?, the issue is

really very complex. S of districts that ere striving to, meet the

needs of several LES/NE groups are most apt to ask which kind of

program is best for wh ch kind of children. 'And even those. districts

that serve only one LE /NES group, thust consider what kind.of program

best meets the needs f Children at different age, grade, and ability

levels. The sparse r search in this area offersAittle guidance, and

most districts appea to ase their pedagogical decisions on

non-pedagogical fact rs,

materials.

,Nonetheless, ividual teachers as well as district administrators

are grappling with some'fundamental pedagogical problems. The question

of how best to teach children who have basic literacy skills in an Asian

language has ari n in Condado. Spanish-speaking children in that,.

district with sim lar skills generally have the 'Opportunity (at the

elementary level) to receive their initial reading instruction in

Spanish; ithey,th n make the transition into English reading. However,

ch as availability of qualified personnel and

it is not known whether this approach would be useful for Asian
.

students, given that the written.symbols; directionality, and basic
.

sentence structure of.English and the Asian languages are. so different.

The district is developing some experimental materials in the children's

native language, but.without qdlitified personnel to carry out the

instruction, their:effectiveness remains unknown. ESL is.the only

currently feasible instructional strategy in these circumstances..

Likewise, districts that are experiencing.a large influx of

secondary-school-4ge studentsWith,varying academic skill levels are in

a quandary as to the best approach to take. Some students in the Valle

district are literate in Spanish, others havelad 'no schooling. Many of

these children are migrants who will be travelingpack to Mexico, so

there is some uneasiness with an English-only, approach, Not only do the.
,

children lack motivation toAcqUire academic ''skills 'in Englith: only, but:-

some teachers express concern'that their.education will be'so

discontinuous that theywill dekive little actual benefit,. Some

.a
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.teachers believe that it is better to help the c ildren become,

academically skilled in one language (Spanish) than to waste time on

basic English instruction which will soon be forgotten and will add

little to their repertoire of skills. On the other hand, some teachers
I,

contend tat since time is an important, factor in educating these

children, fulf.attention should,be placed on rapid acquisition of
4 16

Einglishlanguage skills, and,a bilingual approach that includes

instruction in Spanish is a luxury they cannot afford.. Both plitions

are .held quite passionately, and since teachers with whom we spoke in

this district have-considerable autonomy, pedagogical decisions about

the teaching approach to adopt are often made on a classroom-by-

classroom basis. Hence, the type of language assistance program

children receive in Valle (and several tricts) depends largely

on the biases teachers acquire from their training and_their personal

r

experiences in teaching.

The Paradise school district has taken an interesting and

innovative approach to the problem of individual differences. The

distric maintains a very_low student-teacher ratio iathelanguage

assistance center, and the pedagogical approadh.focuses on

individualized instruction. 'There is no blanketpolicy, per se, for

dealing with diffekent types of students;. teachers make individual

decisions about the proper strategy to use with each child. Of course,.

the decisions are largely intuitive and are based on teacher judgmrnt,

since.Paradise shares the common problem of inadequate assessment'

materials. However, the low student-teacher ratio does, at least,

provide for a continuous feedback mechanismWhich allows teachers to

modify their strategies according to what seems to work.

The districts'. approach to pedagogical issues can be summarized by

stating thatlittle research has been done that gives clear guidance on

the thorny issues.of program efficacy for different types of LES/NES

students. Because:of this,smost trf the important decisions associated

with individual,difforences are made by.teachers,on a classroom-by-

classroombasia.: 'State regupitions-and district policies appear to be

mediated,.ikall cases,. by teachers',,judgments; which is a.compelling

argument foringur that teachers receivethe,jaeSt.possible training

in pedagogical decis nmakieg.:



In sum, numerous factors affect the implementation of language

assistance programs, but the relative Weight given to one or another .is

highlydependent on the individual circumstances of the school district.

No single factor either accounts for the kind of program a district

adopts or is likely to' be sufficient .to Produce.a satisfied language4
assistance program constituency. All of the factors need'to be

considered in developing and delivering a viable program.

4
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SUMMARY AND RECOM*NDATIONS

REGULATING LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE' PROGRAMS, Alb

The basic challenge faciliiihe federal government is to ensure.that

..language.minority students, are adequately served without interfering ..

with t e loCal.districts' right and responsibility.to decide what is

t
.,

best f r their unique situations, This is not an easy task, and the

.:federal government must tread a fineline.betWeen overregulation and.

abdication of responsibility.. -While few of the people we interviewed

.liked regulations, a surprisingly large:number of-them7-inoluding many

school district officials--feel,thlat "some kind of language assistance

regulation" is necessary. We were 'surprised at the frequency with which'-

'''we heard'such comments froM the districts' federal' projects officern-r

the very people in charge of administering the time - consuming paperwork:

.'associated with the regulations.
.

One major complaint about regulation as it is has,been practiced is

that local districts often have two masters (state and. federal

governMent agencies) who are not.always working in concert. This 40,

results in considerable duplication o effort for the local districts in

,attempting to meet the requirements-of the two agencies. It also .

occasionally results'in conflicting. demands. These.kinds.of-problems.

clearly argue for the consolidation- of regulatory efforts-at one. - level.

However, the act of transferring regulatory responsibility from.one

level of government to-ano&er carries strong:messages that can, in.

themselves, affect local.pOlicy.

Financial incentives 'are clearly a powerful factor in regulation.

As. federal funding of bilingual education has shrunk--from 100 percent

of the program funding in some districts to'less than 10 percent in most,

districts--the willingness of administrators to take directions from

federal agencies has also diminished. Over and again we heard

' A case in point is the recent Assembly\ resolution introduced in
California only days,after the federal annou4emet that bilingual
education would no longer be the required method for instructing
languaga minority children. The resolution atks for a similar reversal

of the state bilingual education requirement.
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complaints about federal mandates that are not accompanied-by the funds

to carry them out. This is'a key area!of conflict between state and

federal requirements- -the federal government 'requires things thatthe

state is not willing to, or cannot, pay for. This faCtor, too, argues.

for a policy that'would consolidate funding' And program. regulation in,a
4

single agency. Yet, total and rapid deregulation of language assistance.

services by the federal governthent would undoubtedly have negative

consequences. s well.' There is, considerable agreement among those

-individuals who:are relatively 'Sensitive to the politics of eduCation

high-leirel administrators and school board members - -that a rapid

retrenchment from'regulation on the part of the federal government would

send a message to the state and local educational agenci that the U.S.

Depaitment ofeEdugation,now sees language assistance se ices as having

lower priority,. Despite differing reactions to theeDepartment's

changing role in 'regulation, there is general agreement that a,perceived

decrease in-federal interest in language assistance programs would

result in a similar lower priority for such services on the educational

agendas of the states.

Although almost everyone seems to agree that the federal
,

government'S policy on language assistance,prOgrams affects the

attitudes of local regulatory bodiEs, the degree to which a Change in

federal. policy .is likely to affect .state or local,regulations depends on

(1') the general political climate of the state and (2) the amount of
1.

controversy that has surrounded a program at the district/level.- HenCe,

dAstricts that are loCated.in states with strong lAnguageassistance .

egislation, (e.g., Valle)'predict a possible shift in attitude within

.state, but no immediate effects; the same.is true in districts such

as paradise, where there is no state law, but neither is much

controversy associated with their program. The greatest effects would.

be expected in districts like §IlverSpur, where there'is nq state-law

d alihrsh political climate with respect.to language assistance, and

rontera, where a state law exists that is constantly being.challenged-
,

by local stricts.,
A

. ,In-shckt, whatever position the Department of. Education takes with

respect to r gulatjng language eisistdnee.programs,its policymakers

must be sensi ive to the fact that policy will be interpreted.at two
L,

*

:q , P
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2Thi.stateS.ami local districts.will be listening carefUlly to

hear the. intent of-federal policy as well as its overt manifestations.

Assuming that the federal government continues to regulate language

assistance 'services at some level, what form should federal policy take?

Given that thee is a great. deal of disagreement between different

sectors of the educational establishment and even different constituents

within the same community, and that the responsibility'for program

funding falls heaviest, on the states, is it reasonable to entertain'the
4

idea of.a single national policy on language.assistance programs? We

think not. At the.same time, we believe the:federal governmeht cannot .

abandon its historic role,of protecting the rights,of minorities,

including the "nation's LES/ES'Children.

The strong beliefan this country:that education is'the key to'
. .

opportunity must' also form a basis.for,language assistance, policy. The

right for all children to receive an appropriate. education must,be

upheld .both in. our laws and in our public understanding. However, the

diversity of opinion that is-expressed by the various language minority

constituent groups points up the difficulty of specifying a single

f appropriate" edUcational programfor all children in need of language

assistance services:. Clearly, the individual children and parents

served by these programs should have a voice in determining the

appropriate educational goals and strategies for them.

THE FEDERALeR0j_E: RECOMMENDATIONS

Our analysis of the-data we collected leads us to conclude that the,

federal role in language assistance services -ShoUld have two 'components:

regulation and speinsorship of research and technical assistance.

Regulation ,

. The facts do not support federal effort to regulate language

assibtance services comprehensively. Local needs and capacities are too

diverse to be covered by a single set of requirements; further, what is

possible and,desirable for one language group may be impossible for

others.' For example,- districts servingAsian and Native American

Students:often lick the kinds of trained personnel, instructional

"materials, and'curricula that are generally available for

a

'1
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Spanish-SOaking students., There is, however, a need for some. general
'4

federal regulation to put pressure on .districts that would prefer to

ignore the needs of language minority groups, or that wouleiiiA,take the

legitimate needs and desires of their communities intd account.

. Additionally, some form of federal regulation'is needed simply because
) 4

local officials expect it. Many localities that:Would be willing to

improve language minority services have delayed doing so because they

wanted to see what the federal government would require.
/

Based on our findings that (1) multiple factors and interest groups

influence the selection.and implementation of languagebassistance

programs, (2) the federal government has,played an important role in

refereeing these interests, especially for small and /or less powerful-

groups. 1 aid (3) even in the best.of situations, there are unsatisfactory

student-program matches, we offer the following recommendations for the

federal role in regulation. Thefederal government ,should:

Require local districts to conduct need and preference

assessmentA of the language minority constituents withtn their

boundaries.
. -

Require local districts to provide educational program. options

based.on an analpis of. constituents' needs and desires.and
o

. district resources.

. Require states to.develop effective procedures for lanauage

minority constituents to redress grievances associated with'.,

language assistance servfte deficiencies atthe.ptage level. ,

Maintain consistent pressuremdnthe states to ensure the

protection' of all civil/educational rightS of language minority

students.

Sponsorship of Research and Technical Assistance,
Iii vie), of the existing problems of inadequate materials,

resources, assessment, and secondary services, federal aid must be .

considered a'necessarY concomitant to regulation. We suggest that the

federal government should:

,
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1.

Ns- Proide seed money, as is done through Title VII, to establish

new programsi.upgrade secondary programs, and support the

develoimentof qualified professional staff.

Nveiop, and encourage the developmerit of, language assessment

materials for use with all language minority students.

Helpodistrics.o identify texts and other materials that can

be used for different language. groups.

Support research on igays.to provide an adequate curriculum for

diverse language'minority studentS.
I

Finaaly, we recommend that at all levels of the educational

structure, administrators explore the means for fostering more positive

attitudes toward language assistance programs. There are some excellent

programs that provide enrichment opportunities for English-speaking as

well as LES/NES children and-in,which atiendance is.a mad( of prestige.
)

I

(See the Appendix, particularly the discussions of Pueblo HistdricO and

Cosmos.) It is our assessment that these programs result.,, from positive

s of performance on the part of

at such a scenario is within. the

language attitudes and high st

i administrators and teachers, and

I-- reach of'Mostlocal districts.4k

I
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Appendix

DESCRIPTIONS OF STUDY SITES

This, appendix presents descriptions of-the study sites we

investigated. Districts are divided into three grOups:f rural,

suburban, and urban.. Information about site demographics and the

programs offerelW both, elementary and secondary leVels is provided for

each district.

RURAL SITES

We included two rural sites in.t e study: Valle, located in the
A

West, and Frontera, in a South Centre area bordering Mexicd. Though

similar in size, the two rural sites c iffer,in many othe'r respects.

Frontera's enrollment is 95 perdent-Mq fban- American. Valle serves a

somewhat more diverse student population: -47 percent of its enrollment

is Mexican or Mexican-American;- 5 pticent is Filipino, Jaianese, or

Portuguese; and the rest is Anglo.

Valle

Valle encompasses 155 square piles bordering three counties within

its state. It includes a small agricUlturailcommunity;,is,well as

ttractfve coastal residential .developments. which attract middle-'and,

upper - income professiona from a nearby town.. Ifigrant farm workers-are

attracted by the area's* griCultural'business, 'Which-generates much

seasonal employment. Intenie contrasts characterike the district., and

pockets of poverty and high unemployment as well as affluence can be

found. During our Visit, local resident* characterized the small

agricultural town within the district's bordersAsa conservative

community, run by landed gentry foii 75 years. . There was and is'in some
4 .

quarters a feeling of resentment:about giving something to.people. who-

',

come here from Mexico for a shOii_tiPe,to make money and then go back."

.TWentrtwd-schoolsAetve.ApprpxiMately:1;.,500.studenip.' ,Housing

.patterns and the neighborhood-s hOol.concept.segregate many of the

districVs schools .by socioecon1mit'statUsAnd ethnicity. Sevdral



4hools currently have 80 percent or greater minority enrollment,.three

Schools have 70 perdent, and five have less than 11 percent,

Secondary-school Hispanic students are. concentrated in:the:older Of the

district's two high schools, where thei.constitute-48.percent
0.-

enrollment. reduced proportional. Hispanic student enrollment:at the

high-school,level indicates thegroup's dropout rate at this level. Our

interviewees described desegregation as a major district'iSsue.:, e

district p141ipto.open.magnet schools'designed to attract students away

from their neighborhood schools by nextyear. .Three of the:district's.

seven elected school board members, several lower-level district

'administrators,.and three principals are Mexican-American.-

Representation,by Mexican - Americans on,the school board is a relatively'

new phenomenon; only-recently was the first. Chicano school board'member

There are 3100 LES/NESstuAini-S attending school in Valle. All but

100 speak English as their primary language. Acontinuous influx from

Mexico has increased the district's Hispanic and LES/NES population:

The district's language assistance program for LES/NES'students is

based oda philosoPhyoftransition to English, although there is

considerable support'in some quarters for maintaining the children's

ho-Me language. Elementaryschool-age LES/NES children are-given the
tf

optionOf placement in self-contained bilingual classes. We noted a

great deal of variation between'schools'in the language assistance

focus. Some schools -provide a considerable amount of Spanish language

instruction, including instruction 'about the Spanish language,. while-

others deemphasize this in favor of a rapid transition to English. The

Adstrict's schools are characterized.by a high degree of curricular

autonomy, which was notable in the diversity of language assistance

prOgramk-offered.

Non- Spanish- speaking LES /NES children and Spanish- primary- language

speakers who opt not to be pladed.ipsele-contained bilingual classes

are:placed in regular classrooms. They receive tutorial assistance .in

their owt, language and.ESL.instruction on -a part-time, pullout

ESL and some subject matter clavyseS are taught in SpaniSh and

:English at the secondary- school level..NOn-Spanish-speaking LES/NES.

students may enroll in ESL. courses, and some'receive'peer tutoring.
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F.rontera

Migrant students make up 30 percent of Frontera's e0rollment. SoW

agricultUral activity7takes place in the area, but trade betWeen- .

Frontera anddthe'Nexican city directly across the border provides most

of the local economy's support. The area's majority culture 4s1 Mexican,

and Spanish is the:majoritylanguage, The term "language minority" has

no meaning when .applied to the area's Spanish-speaking residents. Many

of the area's profession441ite are Mexican orof Mexican deseeriti To -

participate in- Frontera's economy it is necessary to speak Spanish, and

bthAnlos and Hispanic-cooly UseSpanishbth business ando-g Mmn dn o
social interaction. The area s residents '.travel freely andtfrequenly

'across the border; however, distr ct o.ficialsan4 local residents do
. -

not perceive themselves as having i legal immigration problem.

The School 'district encompasses approXiMately. 1290 square miles and

is the area's largest employer. -TWelve schools serve 9900 stuaents,, .
5500 of whom are LES/NES. Ninety-five percent of the district's

enrollment is.Mexican or Mexican-American; the rest is Anglo. Five

Mexican-Americans serve on the school board:. The area's economy is

somewhat depressed, and 84 percent of the district's .students qualified
.

for a free or reduced-price lunch program last year. During the past

five years, enrollment' has increased 6 percent per year, and .only a

small percentage of the students entering the district's schools, are

English-proficient. "
Frontera'sProxiiity to Mexico and immersion in Spanish language.

and Mexican culture have affected the nature.of its LES/NES language
e-

. assistance programs. Frontera encour4ges a transition-to-English

approach, and both comMunity-and school personnel are anxious that

Alithildren.receive suffielnt nglish language experience in the schools.
. ,

Most community members to whom we spoke expressed-a desire for children

. to learn English so they can enter the economic and educational

mainstream outside Fronteratt-boundariet. 'There is- little concern that

studentliill lose their own language and culture in the process, since

mOdelg.for'Spanish'janguage:and:Mexican.culture abound in the Commulaty.

0
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At the elementary lever, LES/NES students are placed in

self-contained bikingual classes. The-program emphasizes English

language acquisition, with little Spanish maintenance, but thee

f.:Anstructional approach varies from teacher to,teacher.,7 In most classes,

children receive*no instruction in Spanish as a second language pipart

cif -theli curriculum. However, teachers estimate that they deliver

,subject matter instruction in Spanish between 20 and 50 percent of the

day,. depending On the students' needs. Teachers attempt to make the

.transition to all-English instruction by about the third grade.

Secondary-school-age LES/NES students may-take a class in the

fundamentals. of English as part of their course wo Some core classes

are taught bilingually, depending on teacher skills and motivation. The

class offeringsvary from .ichool to school and are not part of the

district's formal language/assistance program.

SUBURBAN SITES
We included.two suburban sites in the study: ;Condado and Paradise.

The:subuiloan communities aeried by the Condado and Paradise districts

have,experienced exploding growth in the last decade and have become-
.,

greatly "urbanized."

Condado 4

Condado is a western suburban area (city population 189,Q00)- whose

growth is due largely to (1) relocation of increasing amounts of

industry to the county, X2) suburban expansion caused by an increase in

moderately priced housing, and (3) immigration from outside the United

States. Immigration has swollen school enrollment.and dramatically

altered the ethnic composon of.the district's students. Total

°enrollment presently numbers 30,000: 60 percent Hispanic.(mostly.of

Mexican.origin),.5 percent black, 12.5 percent Asian (mostly recently

resettled -Indochinese), -and 22.5 perCent A4glo-American. Residential

segregation concentrates most of the districes.Anglo-American_students.

in two elementary schools. The Hispanics and-Asians.liyealmost

.._exclusively in the city's older, lower- priced -netghborhoqs and are

dispes-e-dtrifairiai4V-thed-istricX's.:cthers'chools. Although black

9



students once made up almost 20 percent of the district's enrollment,

their proportion has sharply declined during the past five years. ',9 At

present, no ethnic or racial minority members serve on the school board.

About one-third (10,300) of the school district's 'students are

LES/NES. Approximately 75 percent of the LES/NES students speak

(Pa

Spanish; most of the re

)
.inder.speak an Indochinese language

.(Vietnamese, Laotian Hmong, or Cambodlan). The school district,;

estimates that a large percentage of'te Spanish-speaking students are

recent immigrants from Mexico. The Indochinese students are refugees..

who have resettled in-the area during the past.two years. Compared to

the Indochinese, the Hispanic., immigrants growth has been gradual. Over
.

2000 Indochinese refugee children enrolled in Condado in a recent

16-month period, overwhelming the resources for language assistance

services. Language assistance services to LES/NES students formally

encourage a rapid transition to the English language.

Two separate programs serve, the district's tES/NES population!

Spanish speakers receive bilingual instruction in self-contained

classes.. Lessons are given in reading, writing, and speaking English,

and children whose primary language is Spanish: are taught to read and

write first t that language. Teachers use both English and Spanish to

deliver sub ect matter instruction during the early primary grades
,.

(K-1). E glish use increases progressively with grade level. Program

administrators target the third grade for transition to all-English

instruction. The amount and intensity of instruction in Slianish varies

from school to school; depending on the principal's attitude and the

teacher's approach.

Non-Spanish (primarily Indochinese language) speakers are placed in

an intensive English program. Children 'receive instruction in English
, .

reading, speaking, and writing in self-contained classes, taught by

English-speaking teachers. Addit onal courses specially designed for

these newcomers acculturate them o American society, its institutions,
_ .

its culture, and its moreiTThe- image of Indochinese aide's who are

!

also fluent in English and the di ficulty of workingnwittr-children_fr2m_

ma ferent language groups an cultures, many of whom have low entry

119110fskil evels, challenge instructors.



District personnel perceive stierVi, problems within the district's-

language assistance' programs. NOne.of the language assistance services

addresses the problem'of pupil. transiency and midyear entry. The .

pr gram models assume the student will,anter in September of some year

at the kindeigarten level-and will emekge at.the.end of the second grade

with the ability to function,in an English-only claSsrOom.. School staff

feel. the district currently lacks a-program for the child who moves .

around in.the.early years or who enters the system,with limited:

proffbienCt in'the later elementaryor secondary grades. Respondents

indicated that some school board members resented having.to provide-

languawassistance services for LES/NES students.: There has been an,

uneasy accommodation between the board and the bilingual prograM's

directCr and teachers, since they'have not always agreed on the best.

appioach for children whose first language is Spanish:

The district's secondary -level LES/NES students have access to a

IP
less structured language assistance program than their elementary-school-

age peers. IES/NES students enter a "literacy program." After at least

a self-contained literacy class, students are mainstreamed to regular
o

classrooms. as they become English-proficient. Upon exiting the sell=

contained literacy class, they receive ESL instruction as needed.

Paradise

Paradise is located in a Southeastern "Sunbelt" county with

approximately 1 million inhabitants. R location of people and

industries from less temperate climate and immigration from outside the
f

United States (the. Caribbean Basin,' Mexico, and Central America) haVe

contributed to the area's impressive growth during the past 10 years.

Many immigrants from Haiti and Cuba have arrived in the area recently.'

The school district currently enrolls about 135,000 students.

Their racial composition reflects the county's: approximately 81

percent_Iing_Percent blacit, 5 percent Hispanic, and l'percent Asian

and Native Americ Of the-five school board members, four are Anglo,

one Black.



.Paradise hat'the.smallest proportion of language mindtity students',.-

among the study's-sample sites; AboUt 1400 LES/NES students (,lightly

over-1-percent of enrollment) attend Paradise's schools.

About' 48 perdent of 'the. LES/NES population speak Spanish as their

primary language; another 13 percent speak Haitian. Creole; and 5 percent.

speak an Asian or- Indochinese-language. The.remaining students speak

one of 18. languages,,withOnly twolanguage.gro ps (French. and Hebrew)

enrolling over 15 students. The language assist ce program started.in

1977, but.the recent Haitian and Cuban refugee in 1 has led to rapid

growth in the past two years. The district serves ome migrant children
,

and.a few Native American children who do not attend reservation-

schools. The migrant children. receive bilingual services At needed.

All the Native AMeriCan children speak English and receive notpecitit

language services.

Several "bilingual centers" scattered throughout the district

provide language assistance servi,ces to LES/NES students. Center sizes .

vary from one to 10 classrooms, but they always represent a numerical

minority of students at the schools. LES students are assigneqo

special bilingual centers, often outside their own residential

neighborhoods. The diitrict,piovides bus transportationsto the centers

as long as the student needs language assistance services. Upon exiting

the program, the student is reassigned to his neighborhood school.

Although school sites.around the district have a'bilingual program,

only one school complex offers services for non-Spanish LES/NES

students.' The complex includes two elementary schools, one junior high

school, and one high school. LES/NES students automatically gain

admission, but fluent English/speakers (FES) must apply, Typically,

every grade has .a waiting list because people view the complex as

academically elite.

The complex houses the district's own innovation research and

development center. It include't the most innovative educational

services found in Paradise, along with the highest concentration of

LES /ICES 'itudenti. The complex's prestige has reversed Many of the. low-

status orremedial assumptions ofteti associated with bilingual

education.

ti



Studenta.receive instruction Ln English in self - contained claSieS

1lith an average class (one teacher and one aide per

classroom); aVerage:clasa size.is 15 in the. primary grades. LES/NES.

students are mainstreamed. part of the day with regular classes for

physical education, art, and music. .Depending on the.child's Englis4
4

proficiency,. he or she may be mainstreamed for science,.social studies,

or. math as well. -Pull tr4nsitioninto an alt-English program.occurs

after about three years, or when the district's exit criteria are met:'

For the most part, teachers deliver instruction in English, with

extensive explanations in the.child's-primary language provided by a .

teacher,or aide as ertrailable.. Primau-gradereading is taught in

English'only. The:low student-teacher ratioalloWs.a.high 'degree of

indivi ualiztion within the program. Teachers report ihei are able to.

adjus to midyear entrants without much. difficulty.

r . e' district makes no active.instructional effort to support the

\chileI s' primary language; teachers decrease their "use-of the primary
/

language as English proficiency grows, .

The bilingual centers located at other school sites prove

language assistance services Mainly .for children whose primary language.

is Spanish.

All secondary students in need of language assistance services are'

taught either at the magnet school or at a bilingual complex. The.

foreignilanguage magnet school is regarded as academically elite, and

bilingual program administrators report this setting encourages Naluable,

exchange between English speakers trying to learn one of the non-English

languages spoken by fellow stnderits, and vice versa.

URBAN SITES .

We included four urban sites of varying sizes in the study sample:

,Pueblo Historico,.Coamos, Rancho Grande, and Silver Spu.r.

. Pueblo Historico
With an enrollment of 11,500, Pueblo Historico is the smallest

urban district in our sample. Locatetyn a small southwestern city, it



\
Is uniquely steeped in_threif culturosiNative AmericariXH ic, and

I

Anglo,: The groupsseem to coexist ha moniously; much interma riage

-occurs,.andeW ofthe ethnic tensions found elsewhere- are present in

the area, -Sixty-three percent of the district's enrollment-is Hispanic,

reflecting the population of-the city-and its environs. Touiism

contributes significantly to the area's economy.-:

Sothe residential segregation exists, and the-city's lower-income

neighborhoods have higher concentr"tttions of Hispanic's. Many of the

Anglo residents:are recent, relatively well- to- do' immigrants drawn to

the area by its growing reputation as a-center for native arts.

The area's Spanish - surnamed population has preserved its language

since the region was under Spain's :dominance. TOday,',the'English and

Spanish languages and U.S,"and iSpanic cultures,are mingled in'everYday

life. 'Residents consider the rea's Spanish language and culture an

asset. sAnglos immigrating to the area are attracted by it§ cultural and

linguistic heritage. Unlike other'southwestern locales,-Pueblo .

Historico.views Hispanics as having a legitimate right to political \

Power. School board membership is divided about evenly between Anglos

and Hispanicv. The district's language assistance programs reflect the

area's sociocultural experience.

Only a handful of the district's students are considered LES. 10

Students are more likely to be merely deficient in English. The

bilingual.program's primary goal is to provide Spanish language

maintenance for Hispanic students and an enrichment program that teaches

local Hispanic culture and language to Anglos. The Anglo superintendent

is well accepted and very supportive of the district's program, and only

six of the district's elementary schools lick bilingual education. At

the elementary - school level; self-contained bilingual classeslare

integrated- -half of the students. enrolled in them are Hispanic, half are

Anglos. ;(In this community, thestudentnames-do not always reflect:

the parents/' ethnicity,) Since the bilingual program seeks to enrich .

and maintain Spanish language use, teachers-use th# languageJin
,,

increasingiamounts=-for example, starting' at about 25 .percent of the ;'

time at'the beginning of the first grade and increasing to 51, percent 'by

the eid of the year. Of'course, Spanish-language usp varieSlgreatly
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from teacher to teacher, depending on language skills and ability to

instruct in Spanish. Given the program's gottls, exit is not an issue.

As in other sample sites, fewer Optionsar, available for secondary- I

. school-age-students.' Some core classes are.presented bilingually, and

at the high - scool level, students malt take courses in Spanish -and

Spanish literature as electives.

Cosmos. ---,mcn-zst.....,-.=gra-, /

,-,-_,_.4----,- ,,,Cosmos-SCIVeS--iiarge Great Lakes metropolis currently experienCing

40,ignificant industry loss, population decline; and demographic shifts.

U.S. Census figures indicate Ilat,the population declined by almost

100,000 between 1970 and 1980. The city now has approximately 636,000.

inhabitants. ThesPhool disirict experienced simi/lar population shifts--

its enrollment dropped from 132,000 to 88,000 duriing the last decade,
\ / /

while the minority student proportion increased libstaplally.

Currently, Blacks constitIte 47 percent of
/

,schoO1 enrolment (exaCtly
,

/

twice-their proportion 'the total city population), lisp: ics a little

more than 5 percent, Nat ve Americans slightly overjperc nt, Asians

slightly under 1 percent, and whites 45 percent.

I Area residents'are very sensitive about these popul ion shifts.

They view them as undermining the city's image as an 'en 'ave of white,

ethnic, European heritage..

,Cosmos has an historic!il commitment to experimentation in language

.instruction. Among the districesIseveral innovativ language programs

is its four-year-old language immersion experiment -- irst in German,

later in French and more recently, in Spanish. Ou intervieweees

descriped the experiment enthusiastically. Appro imately 335 students

participate, all at theelementary.level, with about 60 percent taking

N.-

-\

instruction in German. Blacks, who were original 1 now

support the imMersionAmgram,. and classrooms are fUlly integrated.

In addition; approximately 2200 Hispanic students participate in

bilingual/bicultural education prpgrams within the- district. . Thi'rteen

schools (ten:elementary, one middle, two high) comprise the distriCt's,
. ,

.

.

program. The bulk pi activity is Centered at foulschools with
,.

especially high Hispanicconcentrat ons. The diltrices desegregation

plan exempts these schools in order o maintain themost highly
; i
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developed programs. Cosmos' bilingual education program is-by

definition a program for Hispanics only. As yet, no serious discuss on

about-offering comparabl* vices to smaller language groups has

occurred. Space limitati ,preclude the participation of non-lang4ge-

handicapped students in all, but one elementary-school bilingual program.

Non-Hispanics do participate at the hight.school level.

Spanish language and Latino culture maintenance is the program's

underlying philosophY, and exit from the program is not an issue. '-

Instructional method in elementary-school bilingual classes varies..

Bilingual program supervisors have tried to institute an alternative-

day approach: English one.day, Spanish the n!ikt (with new concepts

introduced in the native language on all-English days). Teachers have

resisted so far, and about 60 percent of the classes currently employ

the more traditional language-mixing instructional approach, introducing

an idelln En fish, followed immediately afterward with a Spanish

translation, or vice versa. .

IT' addition to immersion and bilingual educ tion, the district

provides an extensive ESL program dating back to the 10e 1950s. As a

result of 4 Lau compliance agreement as well as o -rising need (dug to a
0

recent Asian and Cuban refugee influx), the-ESL s ff has nearly doubleCi

in the past five years. Instruction takes 'place a five orientation

centers for newlyarrived students and at.regular chools on a part-

time, pull-out basis. The program serves over 700 students: 55 percent

speak Spanigh as their primary language, 19 percent Southeast Asian

languages, and 26 percent a variety of other langu ges.

Rancho Grande

The RanchO Grande district serves a modern, prosperous city of

800,000 Iiithe south central United States. In the course of its

colorful history, the city has been under many flags, including those of

,Fxance, Spain,,Mexico, an4 the Confederate States of America. Its
;

pr Mexico has mmersed it in Hispanic cultureand language..

Area residents conduct, 'amerce, d social interoction In two

languages - -a sign of istoric and other deep-seated links with Mex co.

/



--Howev the area has not alwaysbeen.comfortable with its Hispanic
.

. .

'past. Previous enerations of Hispanic students (mostly of Mexican

descent) enrolled '.Rancho Grande's schools were:not allowed to

converse in Spanish O/k school grOunds. This policy was altered in 1968,.
4

'when the district began tOdevelop its. language 'assistance program for.

LES/NES stildents:Thoweve the amount of support that .exists for the.

district's bilingual program perceived differently by its various

participants.

Today, 13 perCent of Rancho ande's 62,000 students are Hispanic,

16 percent $lack, and the rest,(11 p cent) Anglo. :ApProiimitely,11,000

LES/NES students attenciits scRools. e majoritytof these speak

SpanYdh; a sm: number s Iiietnames and Other tongues. Five out-

'of the seven, school board te are.MeXic

Spanish-speakingLES/NES students have to seff-T6ontained

bilingual classes. The program encourages

Englisivinstruction. Teachersdeliver instruction, n Spanish as long as

the student lacks English proficiency. Normally no .formal instruction

about theSpanish language
,

is included in the curriculum. The -

instructional approach, however, varies enormously from school to

school, and from teacher to teacher, as the bilingual program curriculum

is not integrated with the district's regular core curriculum. One

board member ptated that the program. iserceived as "a guest in the

;district'."
,

Title VII Iti6crspay for a few special services for secondary-level

LES/NES'studento., including an after-school tutorial progradrand an

extracurricular communications program 'designed to improve students'

self-image.
.

Silver Spur ,

The Silver Spur district is one of several serving ,a large

southwedtern metropolitan urban area (pOpulation 500,000) whose

population had increased substantially in recent years, following the

relocation .01 a number of industries into the area. Fiftyrsix thousand

students presently attend Silver Spur's schools, a reduction of 4000

r.
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Approximately 3u percedt of Silver Spur's enrollment is-Hispanic, 5

percent Black, 2 percent Native American or Asian, andithe rest (63,

percent) Ang16. The district's minority population is generally

dispersedgeographically; howeVer, several schools have high LES/NES

/(PrimarilyHinpanic) student:cOncentratiOns. The district alleges not

to know specifically, how many students receive servioes orliow. many
'actually need them, Though the:area.is relatively close to. Mexico,

Spanish.language and the Mexican culture have not beed,respected here..

Previous\generations of LES/NES:school children remember being punished

for speaking Spanish on school grounds.

Approximately 1700 LES/NES students enrolled in Silver Spur's

schools last year. 'The district's language assistance servicesvary

tixemendolisly from school to school, as a result of a number of factors:

tiist,,the board has not taken a public position on language assistance

programs. Second t.tte programs have'a.low priority in Silver Spur, in

part.due to mo* ...ediate concerns aboUt school desegregation,

administrat ker-Up _deficits facing the district.

Third,,principals have much .autonomy and can shape their schooli1:.. v..

language' iitance services to agree with their personal.philosophy
4

vis-a-vis LES/NES students.
.

Some schools Writh-hiiiitrations of Spanish7speaking LES/NES
, .

students-provide self-contain,d bilingual classes. These programs

encourage' apid transition toall-English language instruction.

According to teachers interviewed, the use of Spanish is most intensive

in grades K-2. The use of English for instruction increases by the
,

third grade.

Students from non-Spanish-speaking backgrounds and Spanish-speaking

students enrolled in schools with high concentrations of fluent English

speakers are mainstreamed into regular classes. They'receive ESL

instruction on a part-time, pull-out basis. Black ckildren'with,

,linguistic problems. receive special ESL - like services from floating.

teachers who 'specialize).n Standard English as a $econd

. Members of two Native American tribes attend the district's

schools. Students °from one.tribe are regarded as."Hispanicizedu-and are
.%

counted as Hispanics in the district's ethnic. survey.,'Ibey. arep4aded

ss '1
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in bilinival self-contained classes during their 4emeritary-school

*years. Some staff members pointed out that thou* these chilAren .

Understand Spanish,4Many,,of them are fluent in :the

at the time of-school entry. The district doesno

formally in its language assistance program, altho gh several teachers

r own IndiandialeCt .

address this

and aides Who'speaVthe'IWan language have.bee4011sSigned.to .schools

11
with concentrations of Native American students,, 'lle Native American

. 1

students from the other tribes receive no,language ;assistance services ,

unless iheY happen to be in a,class with a teacher who speaks their own

language.
. . i

I

.

iecondaryisc14c)ol-ague LES/NES. students have few 'servicesivailable ..;

. .

ge
L

.

to them. Langua assistance services for this gioup are limited to.ES.

.
,

courses and some subject.matter classes .that are taught bilinguAliy,

depending on teacher availability and principal's philosophy:
.-

5
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